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Wang Peiyu intoxicates
opera fans
By Wan Xuming

Wang Peiyu (right) playing Zhuge Liang

Wang Peiyu, a wellestablished female opera singer
who specializes in playing
laosheng — old male roles in
Beijing Opera — performed in
the classic opera, "Shikongzhan,"
in Wuhan on April 6 before an
audience of opera fans from
around the country.
Wang is recognized for her
outstanding laosheng
performances and her bold
moves in operatic promotions
among the common people.
Her appearances on television
entertainment shows and in her
talks on the audio platform

Himalaya, as well as her
performances at a Douyin
gala, all contributed to making
her a high-profile yet
controversial public figure.
In 2012, Wang performed
a selection of Beijing Opera
pieces in Wuhan accompanied
by guitar music. The show
outraged some Beijing Opera
fans. After seven years, Wang
has returned to Wuhan to
perform at the 7th Chinese
Opera Festival. This time she
received thunderous applause.
Wang played the role of
Zhuge Liang, an accomplished
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military strategist in
"Shikongzhan." The show was
so anticipated that it sold out
one month in advance.
Dedicated opera fans from
areas outside of Wuhan are
known to have driven hours to
attend the show.
A large proportion of the
audience was made up of
young people. Wang expressed
her gratitude to her young fans
and the host city and said that
she would love to come again
to Wuhan to teach and
promote opera among
teenagers.

Paintings of influential figures related
to Wuhan on display
By Zhou Manzhen

Artist Liu Chengchun's
Chinese painting exhibition
opened recently at the Tanghu
Museum of Art. On display are
his paintings of over 1,000
historical figures who have
visited or stayed in Wuhan over
the last century.
Liu has been engaged in
this historical figure series since
2000. For the creation of each
figure, he first searched history
books to find related

information and then
consulted experts before
painting the portrait of the
person. The subjects featured
in his painting series include
Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping,
and Lao She.
Visitors can scan the QR
code adjacent to each
painting for more
information.
The free exhibition will
continue through April 20.

Liu's painting depicting military
strategists in 1927 Photo by Ren Yong

Cartoons depict history

By Li Fang, Feng Lei, & Wu Jiahao

An exhibition in memory of
the Chinese People's War against
the Japanese Aggression, kicked
off at the Memorial Hall of the
Former Office of the Eighth Route
Army in Wuhan on April 4.
The exhibition showcases over
200 cartoons created during that
special period. Many of them were
created by famous artists such as
Ye Shaoyu, Zhang Leping, Hu
Kao and Feng Zikai.
The cartoons were created
around 1937 when artists and
cartoonists based in Shanghai
decided to launch a national
publicity movement against the
Japanese military's invasion with
the production of cartoons in
newspapers. After the fall of
Shanghai and Nanjing, the cartoon
publicity team moved to Wuhan
and they continued to create
cartoons that condemned Japanese
troops' atrocities and appealed for
resistance against the enemy's
invasion. These cartoons remain as
they were 80 years ago.
The exhibition will be on tour
in Wuhan.

Opera-themed flash mob
at Yellow Crane Tower
By Wan Xuming

Participants of the flash mob
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A Chinese-opera-themed
flash mob took visitors at the
Yellow Crane Tower by surprise
on April 7. The flash mob, made
up of about 500 local
undergraduate students, presented
performances of Beijing Opera,
Chinese-style music and dancing,
street dancing, and roller skating.
The flash mob attracted a
large crowd of people. They took
photos of the show and selfies
with performers dressed in colorful
Chinese Opera costumes and
hanfu.
This flash mob event was
part of the 7th Chinese Opera
Festival.

